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Abstract—Constructing models of dynamic systems is an important skill in both mathematics and science instruction. However, it has proved difficult to teach. Dragoon is an intelligent tutoring system intended to quickly and effectively teach this important skill. This paper describes Dragoon and an evaluation of it. The evaluation randomly assigned students in a university class to either Dragoon or baseline instruction that used Dragoon as an editor only. Among students who did use their systems, the tutored students scored reliably higher (p<0.01, d=1.06) on the post-test than the students who used only the conventional editor-based instruction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The major issue addressed here is teaching students how to construct models of natural and man-made dynamic systems. Some terms that will be used here are: A system is part of the real world, and a dynamic system is one that changes over time. A model is an expression written in formal modeling language. The behavior of the system over time should match the predictions of the model. While some models can have their predictions generated by hand calculation, it is more common today to have computers do the calculations. Most models have a set of parameters, which are constant with respect to the time course of the system, but the values can be changed by users of the model. Constructing a model means developing a sufficient understanding of the system that one can write a model of it in the modeling language. Exploring a model means manipulating the parameter values of a given model and studying how these changes affect the model’s predictions. Modeling refers to either constructing a model or exploring a given model. Our tutor system, Dragoon, supports both model construction and model exploration.

Modeling of dynamic systems is taught in the university at two levels. For students with strong mathematical backgrounds, it is taught using partial differential equations and MATLAB [1] or similar systems. It is typically a required topic in mechanical, industrial, electrical and other engineering degrees. For students with less advanced mathematical backgrounds, system dynamics modeling is taught with Stella [2], Vensim [3], Powersim [4] or similar systems, and it is typically a required course for some business and social science degrees.

In high school and earlier grades, modeling is prominent in recently developed standards. In the Next Generation Science Standards (http://www.nextgenscience.org), only 8 scientific practices are threaded throughout the standards, and “developing and using models” is one of them. Of the 71 high school science performance expectations, 15 start with “develop a model of…” or “Use a model to…” For example, HS-ESS2-6 is “Develop a quantitative model to describe the cycling of carbon among the hydrosphere, atmosphere, geosphere and biosphere.” In the Common Core State Mathematics Standards [5], modeling is one of 8 mathematical practices. The content topics taught at the high school level are marked with a star when modeling is involved (CCSSO, 2011). For example, there is a star on “Create equations and inequalities in one variable and use them to solve problems,” whereas there is no star on “Solve systems of linear equations exactly and approximately (e.g., with graphs).” Of the 117 high school topics, 45% are starred and thus involve modeling.

The problem addressed here is developing instruction that helps students learn how to construct models of dynamic systems. The focus is on both high school students and college students that have little more than a high school mathematics background (i.e., some algebra).

Fortunately, this research problem has enjoyed nearly 30 years of work [6, 7]. In a recent review of educational applications of system dynamics model construction, VanLehn [8] defined a multi-dimensional classification of research problems. Four of the major dimensions were:

- What modeling language?
- Model construction or model exploration?
- How were the systems presented to students?
- What were students intended to learn?

This introduction begins by locating this research project along each dimension, then reviewing prior research that also fall into that cell of the multi-dimension classification.

1.1 Classification of the research to be presented

For modeling dynamic systems, the two most widely
used modeling languages in K-12 education are graphical system dynamics modeling and agent-based modeling. A system dynamics model is essentially a set of coupled ordinary differential equations. However, Stella [2] and other model editors hide some of the mathematical details from the user by using a graphical “stock and flow” notation, which is described in the next paragraph. An agent-based model is a set of programs, one per agent, that control the agents’ appearance, movement and other properties. NetLogo (https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/) is currently the most widely used language for agent-based modeling, although there are others [9-14]. Interesting macro-level behavior often emerges from simple micro-level agent programs; this property is called emergence [15, 16]. Although emergence has excited both scientists and science educators, system dynamics models are still widely used professionally and are often simpler than agent based models. Thus, this project has focused on graphical system dynamics modeling languages.

As an introduction to the basic concepts, Figure 1 shows a model in stock-and-flow notation for this system: “A rabbit population starts with 100 rabbits. Assuming there are no deaths and that the population increases by 10% per month, show the population over 12 months.” The rectangular node is called a “stock” and represents a quantity that is the integral of its inputs. The inputs to a stock are shown with double-line arrows called “flows.” The icon in the middle of the flow, which is intended to look like a valve, is actually a node representing the value of the flow. Clicking on it (or any other node) opens the node editor, which in this case would show that the number of “rabbits born per month” is the product of “rabbit population” and “birth rate”. Inputs to nodes other than stocks are shown with thin arrows, which is why “rabbits born per month” has two arrows coming into it. Birth rate is an “auxiliary” node, which means it is neither a stock nor a flow. In general, auxiliary nodes can have any mathematical function inside them, but this particular node has only a constant (0.1) as its value.

Two common instructional activities are model construction and model exploration [6, 8, 17-19]. During a model construction task, students are given a presentation of the system and asked to construct a model of the system. During a model exploration task, students are given a model instead of constructing it. They manipulate the model’s parameter values in order to see how its predictions change. With systems like Stella and NetLogo, the values of parameters can be manipulated by moving sliders, and the resulting predictions are displayed as graphs that change shape in real time as the user manipulates a slider. Often students are not shown the model itself, but only the sliders and graphs. The research presented here addresses only model construction and not model exploration.

Some common presentations of systems [8] are
- a short text [20]
- a set of documents [21-24]
- a simulation of the system [11, 25-29]
- access to the real system and tools for measuring its properties [30].

For instance, students might be asked to construct a model of the population of Phoenix, Arizona given a short text such as “In 2010, the population of Phoenix was 1,445,632 and was increasing at 9.4% per year.” Alternatively, students might be given as set of source documents, including census reports, population maps, etc. In the research presented here, the presentations are short texts.

There are many reasons for including model construction in the curriculum. Some of the major instructional objectives, discussed more thoroughly in [8], are:
- Improved domain knowledge. Sometimes students are expected to learn fundamental domain principles and concepts by constructing models of systems that involve them. For instance, physics students may be taught the principles of Newtonian dynamics by constructing models of falling blocks, cannonballs projected at angles and so on.
- Improved understanding of a particular system. Some systems are so important that students need to understand them deeply. For instance, earth science students might study global warming by constructing submodels then integrating them.
- Understanding the role of models in science. Model construction can help students appreciate the epistemology of models. Students can grapple with issues like accuracy, parsimony, under-determination, and so on [31, 32].
- Improved model construction skill. When model construction is treated as a cognitive skill, system presentations usually contain the information needed for constructing a model, and students are not expected to retain much information about the system and the domain principles underlying it. The focus is on becoming skilled in constructing models regardless of the content of the system.

This research focuses on just the last instructional objective: improving student’s model construction skills. Such skill is arguably a pre-requisite for using model construction for the other purposes listed above [25, 33].

1.1 Prior work on teaching model construction

When Stella pioneered a graphical notation for models [34], many educators started to explore its instructional potential for K-12 instruction. Classroom studies of system dynamics model construction started with case studies then rapidly scaled up to large professional development projects. The STACIN project [19] and the CC-STADUS and CC-SUSTAIN projects [35] taught over 260 high school science and math teachers how to use Stella. One major finding was that the teachers constructed most models, which students then used for model exploration [18]. On the few occasions when students were asked to construct models, the models were quite simple and the systems

Figure 1: Stock and flow model of a rabbit population
were presented by short, highly explicit texts. Teachers reported that it was difficult and time consuming to teach anything beyond basic model construction skills.

Perhaps in response to these difficulties, several research projects developed qualitative or partially qualitative modeling languages [30, 36-51]. Although there have been some promising results, there is as yet no experimental evidence that these qualitative languages are easier to learn than the quantitative graphical ones.

Seeking perhaps to find the underlying bottleneck in learning, several projects developed simple tests (often called concept inventories) for measuring system thinking, and used them to show that decision makers often did surprisingly poorly on them [52-57]. Fortunately, even a small amount of instruction was sufficient to overcome at least some of the deficits, at least with some students [58].

Several projects have tried to understand how different methods for displaying models and predictions affect students’ understanding and learning [27, 28, 59, 60]. The results uncovered no great flaws in stock-and-flow display or the display of model predictions as graphs.

Some studies have undertaken detailed qualitative analyses of students’ behavior as they tried to construct models [18, 61-65]. Many of the studies contrasted the behaviors of successful and unsuccessful modelers. Alessi [18] provided a sample of the observed issues:

- Students tend to confuse stocks with flows.
- Students try to incorporate the formulas of previous science and math classes (which they often do not fully understand) instead of doing true system analysis.
- When models do not work correctly, students include fudge factors. Fudge factors are formulas, constants, or logical conditions designed to artificially fix the problem, and not to realistically model the system.
- Students fail to test their models well, so the models tend to work only for common conditions.
- Students confuse flows with causality.
- Students create models that are unnecessarily complex and abstract.
- Students try to copy and adapt models from instructors or textbooks instead of thinking through the phenomenon and generating their own models from scratch.
- Students engage in trial-and-error modifications in the hope that the results will come out right.
- Students create initial models with too many components when they should start with a simple model and add complexity as needed.
- Students ignore the units of variables and, as a result, combine variables that have different units.

Bravo et al. conducted a [25] formative evaluation of a tutoring system for model construction. The system, CoLab, provided feedback and hints when students asked for help as they constructed a model. The evaluation uncovered several issues (e.g., students failed to make any changes in their model about 20% of the time after receiving advice) but did not measure learning gains nor compare the tutoring system to another form of instruction.

In summary, there is ample evidence that students find it difficult to learn how to construct models of dynamic systems. However, only a few methods of scaffolding the learning have been studied so far, such as using qualitative math instead of ordinary math, and modifying the appearance of the modeling language.

Nonetheless, there are many potentially beneficial methods that can be drawn from the wider literature, which includes agent-based modeling and model exploration. VanLehn [8] identified several methods for helping students learn how to construct models. Table 1 lists them and indicates which are used by Dragoon and discussed in the next section.

| Table 1: Methods for scaffolding model construction. * indicates ones used by Dragoon |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Tutoring                        | Clarifying the modeling language |
| * Feedback/hints on the model   | * Notation for model            |
| [20, 25, 66]                    | [26-28, 30, 41, 44, 71, 80]    |
| * Feedback/hints on the student’s process (meta-tutoring) [20, 24, 67, 68] | * Grounding the symbols [30, 41, 51] |
| Concrete articulation strategy [69-71] | * Facilitating comparing the model’s predictions to the system’s behavior [30, 49, 81, 82] |
| Decomposition into subsystems [69, 72, 73] | Students explaining their model [30, 69, 83] |
| * Reflective debriefings [74-76] | Gradually increasing complexity |
| Facilitating comparing the model’s predictions to the system’s behavior [30, 49, 81, 82] | Qualitative-first model construction [38, 48, 65, 84] |
| Students explaining their model [30, 69, 83] | * Model progressions [85-90] |
| Other scaffolding               | Teachable agents and reciprocal teaching [66, 91-94] |
| Teachable agents and reciprocal teaching [66, 91-94] | Mental execution of models [48, 60] |
| Mental execution of models [48, 60] | Test suites [66] |
| Test suites [66]                | * Generic models [44, 80, 95] |
| * Generic models [44, 80, 95]   | Gamification [21] |
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2 DRAGOON AND ITS INSTRUCTION

Prior to the study reported here, we conducted 6 studies in summer school classes for high school students, 3 studies in a university sustainability class, and one study in a university informatics class [96-101]. Although some of these studies were formal tests of hypotheses, all of them also served as formative evaluations. That is, from observations, interviews, log files and screen-capture videos, we inferred ways that the Dragon system and our instruction could be improved. This section describes the major lessons learned, and how they relate to the experience of other researchers.

2.1 The modeling language

The initial version of Dragoon (which was called AMT) used the stock-and-flow notation. During focus groups with high school students, we found that they didn’t understand the notation well even after using Dragoon for two hours. They understood that the thin arrows indicate inputs, but they didn’t understand why the double arrows, which were also inputs, were drawn differently. They thought the cloud-like icon was a node, but it isn’t, so they thought it should be eliminated. They saw no point in having auxiliary nodes for constants, since they could put the constants inside expressions of other nodes. Several students suggested that we use function machine notation.

Simplifying the notation of system dynamics models is not popular, given how entrenched the stock and flow notation is. However, the Model-It project did use a novel notation [30]. The modeling language was similar to concept map notation in that it had just one kind of arrow and one kind of node. However, when the user clicked on a link to edit it, it turns out that there were two kinds of links: Immediate and Rate, which correspond to the thin arrows and the double arrows of the stock-and-flow notation, respectively [see the Appendix of 102]. However, the Rate links (and hence the implicit stock nodes) were not often used. In one of the final studies of Model-It, only 26% of the students used any Rate links at all [30, pg. 112]. Our instructional goals placed more emphasis on dynamic systems, so we highlighted the necessary distinction between stocks and non-stocks, but dispensed with the superfluous distinction between flows (or Rate links) and regular links.

Dragoon’s current notation, which is illustrated in Figure 2, uses function machine notation in that an arrow always represent an input. However, Dragoon uses three kinds of nodes:

- **Accumulators**: Stock nodes (rectangles) were renamed accumulators; the initial value of the accumulator is shown inside it. The value of an accumulator at time T+1 is its value at time T plus the value of its inputs at time T.
- **Parameters**: A parameter (a diamond) is a constant whose value is controlled by a slider.
- **Functions**: Function nodes (circles) can in principle have any function inside; we have implemented arithmetic operations as well as some common functions.

The focus group students wanted to be able to see the details of their models without having to open any of the nodes. We considered displaying the mathematical expressions inside the nodes, as is done with function machine notation. However, function machines tend to use short, one-character names for quantities, whereas a good practice for modeling is to use meaningful names such as “rabbit population.” These long names thwart displaying the expression inside the node. In order to satisfy the students’ wish for transparency on at least some simple models, the notation uses the following conventions.

- When an input to an accumulator should be subtracted from its value, then that input’s arrowhead has a little circle with a negative sign inside it.
- If a function is a sum of its inputs, then a + appears inside it. As with accumulators, if an input is negated before being included in the sum, the input’s arrowhead has a minus sign inside a small circle.
- If a function is a product of its inputs, then an * appears inside it. If any of the inputs is inverted before being included in the product, then a small circle with / inside it appears at the input’s arrowhead.

These conventions allow most models to be written so that all their mathematical details can be inferred from their appearance. Users can write models that include more complex mathematical expressions inside the function nodes, but such nodes will display nothing inside their circle, so the students will need to click on the node to see what it has inside it.

2.2 Grounding: Choosing names for nodes

In commercial system dynamics editors, the user chooses names for the quantities. However, Dragoon needs to know the quantity that such a name refers to so that it can determine if the user’s definition is correct. For instance, if Dragoon allowed students to type in their own names, and the students chose “R,” then Dragoon would need to guess whether “R” refers to “rabbit population,” “rate of rabbit births” or some other quantity. When Bravo, van Jooligen and de Jong [25] let students type names for nodes, only 74% of the student names were correctly matched to system quantities. This is a general problem, called the grounding problem, that occurs when two
participants in a dialogue struggle to arrive at the same meaning for a term [103].

Model editors have used several methods for reducing grounding problems, but none are perfect (see [8], section 8.2.2 for discussion). For instance, Model-it [30], ModelingSpace [51] and Vmodel [41] had students first define objects and then define variables as quantitative properties of the objects. Thus, students would first define “stream” as an object then define “phosphate concentration” as a quantitative property of it. However, when students were given a list of terms such as “water”, “tanks”, “water pressure” and “water level in a tank”, they had trouble identifying which terms were variables [48].

The initial version of Dragoon attempted to avoid this by giving the student nodes that had appropriate names but were otherwise undefined. For our rabbit population example, it would give them nodes labelled “rabbit population,” “birth rate” and “birth rate per month.” Unfortunately, despite all attempts to make the names crystal clear, students still misinterpreted them regularly. For instance, some students would build a model just like the one in Figure 1, but the flow would be named “birth rate” and the constant-valued node would be named “births per month.” Interviews with students uncovered the fundamental problem: They would only read the first word or two of the name, and if it seemed at all appropriate, they would use it without looking to see if there was a node with an even better name.

Our next attempt at solving the grounding problem put all the names in a hierarchical menu, so that students would be forced to choose among similar names. For the rabbit problem, the menu was:

- Rabbit population
- Birth...
- Birth rate

When the menu first appeared for naming a node, only “rabbit population” and “birth” would be visible. Students needed to click on “birth” which would then display the rest of the node names and allow them to pick one. This significantly reduced the grounding problems, but students complained about having to navigate the hierarchical menus, particularly when there were only a few possible node names, as in our rabbit example. Thus, we switched to listing the names alphabetically in a flat, non-hierarchical menu. This made the repetition of words at the beginning of the names quite salient. This appeared to work as well as the hierarchical menus, and it was faster to navigate.

In order to encourage students to choose names carefully, some problems have menus that contain names that are not necessary in the model. For instance, in a model to be discussed in a moment, only three nodes are necessary but 6 names appear in the menu (see top pane of Figure 3).

### 2.3 Constraining node editor actions

Like all system dynamics editors, Dragoon’s users define a node by opening a pop-up node editor, which is essentially just a form that needs to be filled in. Although our initial node editor gave students considerable freedom in the order in which they filled out the form, this freedom often led to confusion. The current system can require that the blanks in the form be filled in a specific order. It enforces this ordering by enabling one blank at a time (see Figure 3).

### 2.4 The display of predictions

Like all modern system dynamics editors, Dragoon can plot a graph of the values of a selected node over time. A common instructional problem is that students often do not notice when their model’s predications fail to match the system’s behavior [18]. Even if a graph of the value of a system quantity is given to the students as part of the system description, students often mistakenly think that their model’s graph matches the given graph.

In order to get students to notice when their model’s predictions do not match the given behavior, Dragoon puts the system’s behavior and the model’s predictions on the same graph. For instance, if the student mistakenly put the value of “birth rate” as 10 instead of 0.1, then Dragoon would display the graph of rabbit population shown in Figure 4. The green line with square points indicates user’s model’s prediction, and the red line with circular points is
the system’s behavior. This instructional method has been used by other systems as well [25, 104].

2.5 Tutorial feedback

Dragoon has two major modes, author mode and student mode. In author mode, the user enters not only a model but also a system description, time ranges, time units, and other details. In student mode, the screen opens showing a description of the system to be modelled. The student enters and tests a model with help from Dragoon. The amount of help given to the student is determined by the scaffolding mode:

- Editor mode: The student gets no help. Dragoon acts like Stella, Vensim or any other model editor, except that students select the name of a node from a list.
- Test mode: Whenever the student asks for a plot of a node’s value, both its model values and the author’s model’s value are displayed in the same graph (see Figure 4). This is the only feedback that the student gets.
- Immediate feedback mode: Whenever the student enters something in the node editor, the entry turns green, red or yellow. It turns green if the entry matches the corresponding element of the author’s model of the system (see Figure 3), and red otherwise. However, if the student has already made several mistakes on this entry, then instead of turning red, the student’s entry is replaced by the author’s entry and colored yellow. This is sometimes called a “bottom-out hint” in the tutoring literature [105]. Such help prevents frustration and offers an opportunity to learn.
- Coached mode: The student receives not only immediate red, green and yellow feedback on each step, but also receives process advice about what steps to do next [20, 68, 106] and how to use the feedback appropriately [107].

Immediate feedback mode was included because it has been used successfully by other systems [20, 25, 105]. However, a common issue for immediate feedback is help abuse: Instead of trying hard to make an entry, students repeatedly either ask for help or make errors deliberately until the tutoring system tells them what to enter [108]. A variety of methods for reducing help abuse have been tried, but none have been a stunning success [107-110]. In Dragoon, help abuse occurs when a student makes enough deliberate errors that Dragoon fills in the entry and colors it yellow. To discourage making errors deliberately, when even one entry in a node’s definition is yellow, then the perimeter of the node’s image is yellow. Students figure this out quickly, and it seems to reduce help abuse considerably. In order to further encourage students to think hard before making an entry, Dragoon will color a node solid green if the student defines it without making a single error (Figure 2). Although these simple ideas for reducing help abuse seem to work, it would be simple and interesting to run an experiment comparing help abuse rates with and without the node coloring policies.

Whereas immediate feedback mode is feedback on the students’ work product—the model being produced, coached mode is feedback on the students’ process—what they choose to do next. The basic idea is backward chaining [111], but Dragoon explains it more simply, with these feedback messages:

1. Although the quantity you’ve picked is in the author’s model, you should follow the Target Node Strategy, which says you should start by defining a node for a quantity that the problem asks you to graph or focus on, then define nodes for its inputs, and then define nodes for their inputs, etc. That way, every node you create is an input to some node.
2. Please follow the Target Node Strategy. That is, finish any incomplete node (triangle or dashed border) or, if there are no incomplete nodes, select a quantity the problem asks you to graph or focus on.
3. It is too soon to work on this node. Please follow the Target Node Strategy.

Dragoon keeps count of how many times a particular type of feedback has been presented, so the three messages above are presented for the first, second and subsequent times that this piece of feedback is needed. (All feedback messages have a similar three-fold presentation.) If the student chooses to ignore Dragoon’s advice and create a premature node, then it turns blue but otherwise functions just like a green (“correct”) node. In three studies that compared Dragoon with and without coached mode, students learned more with coached mode [20].

2.6 Schemas and a theory of skill acquisition

Generic solutions to problems are often called schemas [112]. Mathematics textbooks often present many problems that are instances of the same generic schema. Mayer [113] analyzed 10 algebra textbooks, and found that they contained 1097 word problems. However, there were only 93 schemas. An example of an algebra schema is the Overtake schema, wherein one vehicle starts later than another vehicle but overtakes it as they follow the same path.

A simple but incomplete theory of skill acquisition is that schemas are the unit of knowledge that students acquire when they practice problem solving. Thus, if students practice many Overtake problems and few Round Trip problems, then they will make fewer errors on Overtake problems than Round Trip problems.

Some system dynamics instruction includes general models of linear change, exponential change, logistic change and other common systems [80]. Dragoon includes such generic models as examples that students can refer to when they are trying to build a model of a specific system. Figure 5 shows the example of exponential decay.

Schema theory is incomplete in several ways. First, some problems require more than one schema. For instance, one Dragoon system is a retirement account whose only income is interest (exponential growth schema) and whose only withdrawals are a constant amount per month (linear decay schema). Students need to develop skill in dividing complex problems into parts such that each part can be solved by applying a known schema. Second, when
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In problem set 2, all the problems involved combining two or more schemas. The first time a combination was
required, the bulleted analysis was part of the presentation, as in Figure 6 but for both schemas. On the second and subsequent presentations of problems involving that particular schema combination, the bulleted analysis was absent.

In problem sets 3 and 4, all the problems involved system dynamics schemas combined with algebra schemas and irrelevant quantities. Although algebra schemas could have been taught in the same explicit way as system dynamics schemas, we did not do so because we assumed that most students would have mastered such schemas during high school. This assumption now seems false, as discussed later.

In problem set 5, the problems could not be solved by combining familiar schemas. They mostly involved classic system dynamics models, such as the Lotka-Volterra model of predator-prey ecosystems, the logistic model of capacity-limited growth, and Richardson’s model of the arms race. These are complicated problems that sometimes appear late in college-level courses.

3 Evaluation

An evaluation of Dragoon was conducted in order to determine whether it was more effective than baseline instruction. The evaluation was conducted in a university class on modeling at a large southwestern university. The system dynamics module of the course lasted 3 weeks; the rest of the course addressed modeling with other languages. The course had taught system dynamics modeling construction for years without the benefit of a tutoring system, and its instruction served as the baseline against which Dragoon was compared. Although the students in this course were required to have taken brief calculus, discrete math, probability and statistics before taking this course, their performance during the course suggested that only some of them had mastered the expected mathematics skills. Thus, although this research project is aimed at high school applications, only some of the students in this study had a high school-level math background; others were more advanced.

3.1 Design and sample

The study was a two-condition, between-subjects experiment with a post-test but no pre-test. The Institutional Review Board approved the study as non-exempt, and 34 students volunteered to participate. Students knew that if one condition turned out to have a higher mean score than the other, the difference in the means would be added to the scores of the students in the lower-mean condition. They also received 3 extra credit points for participation.

The students were assigned to condition by stratified assignment. That is, after they were numbered by their score in the initial three modules of the course, even numbered students were assigned to one condition and odd number students were assigned to the other. Unfortunately, one student was accidently assigned to the wrong condition, so there were 16 students in the Tutor (experimental) condition and 18 students in the Editor (control) condition.

3.2 Design of the experiment

Because the class emphasized developing skill in modeling, all modules in the course emphasized problem solving over lecture. A typical 75 minute class period had three activities: a quiz, a short lecture, and supervised problem solving. During the quiz, students solved a single problem similar to the ones they did on the preceding homework assignment. The homework assignments were not graded, so the main motivation for doing them was to score well on the quiz. During the supervised problem solving period, students began working on the next homework assignment while the instructor circulated among them providing help. Students were also encouraged to help each other during this time.

The system dynamics module was composed of 6 consecutive class meetings, with a homework assignment between each meeting. The first class meeting had no quiz, and a 30 minute lecture that introduced the basic concepts of system dynamics and Dragoon. The last class meeting was an exam. The remaining 4 class meetings had the format described above: quiz, short lecture and guided homework. The quizzes were worth 5 points each, and the exam was worth 50 points.

Students in both conditions of the experiment attended class together. Their homework assignments were identical, and everyone used Dragoon to do them. Section 2.8 describes the problem set sequence. The only difference was that students in the Tutor condition solved problems in Dragoon’s coached, immediate feedback and test modes, whereas students in the Editor condition used Dragoon as its editor mode.

As had been done in previous years, students in the Editor condition had access to a PowerPoint slide deck learning aid. For each problem in a homework assignment, there were 3 slides in the deck that gave gradually more specific hints on solving the problem. The first slide indicated how many nodes of each type were needed in the model. The second slide presented the basic model structure without the mathematical details. The last slide presented the complete model. This three-slide learning aid was familiar to the students, as similar learning aids had been used during the first three modules of the course.

The only difference between the Editor condition and the instruction in earlier years was that the earlier years used a commercial system dynamics editor, Vensim, instead of Dragoon. Thus, the Editor condition was very similar to baseline instruction.

3.3 Measures

The main measure of performance was the students’ score on the module exam, which served as an immediate post-test. No pretest was necessary because students were, as always in this class, unfamiliar with system dynamics model construction. The exam was scored by the course instructor, who was blind to the condition of the students. The exam consisted of three Dragoon problems (see Supplemental Materials). All were solved in editor mode, which was familiar to all students, as the quizzes were in editor mode. Supplemental measures included log data...
collected automatically by Dragoon and quiz scores.

Because students in this class typically had a variety of preparations and the class was required for some and elective for others, several analyses described below used course performance as a covariate in order to partially compensate for the varying abilities of the students. The course performance was calculated as the number of points scored in the whole course minus the points scored during the system dynamics module.

3.4 Results

Figure 7 shows a scatterplot of the 34 participants. As the scatterplot suggests, the stratified assignment to conditions worked in that there was no difference between conditions in mean course performance, which is our measure of general ability (two-tailed T-test, p=0.94, d=0.03). More importantly, and unfortunately, the mean exam score of the Tutor students (41.5) was not reliability different (two-tailed T-test, p=0.41, d=0.29) from the mean exam score of the Editor students (38.9). In an ANCOVA with exam score as the dependent variable and course performance as a covariate, the means of the conditions were still not reliably different (p=0.31).

However, students varied in their usage of the system from 6 minutes to 491 minutes (mean: 219 minutes). In order to separate out those who actually used Dragoon, as either an editor or a tutoring system, from those who did not use it much, a median split was done. That is, each group was split into high and low duration users so that there were the same number of high duration users as low duration users. As one would expect, the two low duration groups, Tutor-Low (N=8) and Editor-Low (N=9), had nearly the same post-test score (41.4 vs. 44.8, p>.46), as their scores reflected mostly their general abilities rather than their use of Dragoon. However, the mean of the Tutor-High group’s (N=8) exam scores (41.6) was reliably higher (two-tailed T-test, p<.021) than the mean of the Editor-High group’s (N=9) exam score (33.1), and the effect size was large (d=1.06). Moreover, this difference was still observed when course performance was factored out in an ANCOVA (p<.047). This suggests that when students actually do their homework, then Dragoon’s tutoring causes more learning than using Dragoon as an editor with hints from PowerPoint slides.

Figure 8 shows a scatterplot of the four groups of students. The vertical axis is the exam score, but now the horizontal axis is the time spent using Dragoon, as extracted from the log files. Although the Tutor-High group spent less time using Dragoon (mean: 288 minutes) than the Editor-High group (337 min.), the trend was large but not reliable (p=0.19, d=0.65). Because the Tutor-High group was earning higher scores in less time than the Editor-High group, one would expect that their efficiencies were dramatically different. When efficiency is measured as the exam score divided by the time spent on Dragoon, the mean of the Tutor-High group (0.15) was significantly higher (p<.025) than the mean of the Editor-High group (0.10) with a large effect size (d=1.04). More specifically the Tutor-High group earned 50% more exam points per unit time than the Editor-High group. These results suggest that the tutoring features of Dragoon were effective.

4 DISCUSSION

The good news is that most of the students who used Dragoon appear to have mastered the cognitive skill of constructing system dynamics models. Of the 8 students in the Tutor-High group, 7 scored 80% or higher on the final exam. This was probably due to the tutorial features of Dragoon, because only 2 of the 9 students who used the Editor version of Dragoon scored higher than 80%.

The scatterplot of Figure 8 reveals a curious phenomenon. The data points in the upper left corner show that four students aced the exam even though they spent only 20 minutes or less using Dragoon. This phenomenon also occurred with earlier versions of Dragoon. During every trial with high school students in the summer school classes, one or two students would learn dramatically faster than the other ~35 students in the class. We are not sure why, but it seems that, for about 5% to 10% of the target population, learning how to construct system dynamics models is extremely easy. It appears that these students have already mastered some skill that transfers to the Dra-
Dragoon has been used in two instructional contexts that are quite different than the one discussed here. It has been used in 6 high school science classes, where the focus was primarily on learning about specific systems, such as the digestive system’s regulation of energy intake, expenditure and storage \[117\]. Each class worked for several class periods on a worksheet that was specific to the system they were studying. Although the worksheets had them construct models with Dragoon, the models were described explicitly in text. For instance, if the model of Figure 2 were described this way, the description would exclude the discussion of what Giardia is, as that would be covered earlier in the worksheet. However, it would describe each of the nodes required for the model:

Suppose a hiker’s water bottle starts with 100 Giardia in it, and that this strain of Giardia grows at 40% per hour. Construct a model in Dragoon with:

- A parameter node that represents the growth rate, 0.40
- A function node that represents the number of Giardia born each hour. Its value is the growth rate times the current number of Giardia in the bottle.
- An accumulator node that represents the number of Giardia in the bottle each hour. Its initial value is 100. It has one input, which is the number of baby Giardia born each hour. Thus, its value grows by that amount each hour.

Such descriptions allow students to construct models of the appropriate systems, but they do not require the analytic skill that was taught during the study described here. However, even given such explicit descriptions of models, students still have some initial difficulty operating Dragoon and building the models. It takes about 30 to 60 minutes for these students to become fluent with the Dragoon user interface and the three-node notation for models. Let us call this level of competence notational mastery, and use analytic mastery for the competence acquired by the best students in the study described here.

It was initially unclear whether the high school biology students could acquire a deep understanding of the systems they were studying given that they only had notational mastery. We feared that analytic mastery would be required, and thus science classes would have to include a 6-class module on model construction as a pre-requisite for learning about their target system. However, our studies suggest that notational mastery suffices \[117\].

A second context for using Dragoon was a college class on sustainability where students used Dragoon for an end-of-semester project. Over four weeks, students worked in small groups to build models of the urban ecosystem of the city of Phoenix that would allow them to propose policies that were demonstrably sustainable. Students were given no information about Phoenix; they had to find all the information that they needed. As an example of the kinds of challenges that students’ faced, consider creating a node for the average number of miles driven per person per day. One can find a value (27.30 miles, according to http://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/documents/phoenixsprawl.pdf), but it is difficult to find out what effects that value, and even more difficult to get numerical estimates of the size of those effects. We were initially worried that students would require analytic mastery in order to complete the project, so several hours of instruction on Dragoon were required before students started on their projects. As it turned out, most groups picked one person to do all the editing of the model. As mentioned earlier, about 5% to 10% of the target students seem to acquire analytic mastery rapidly, in less than 20 minutes. Moreover, the scatterplot of Figure 10 suggests that a few hours with Dragoon suffice for many others to attain analytic mastery. Perhaps because every group had at least one person with analytic mastery, all groups developed impressively large, sophisticated models \[118\].

This sheds new light on the success of Dragoon’s predecessor, Model-It \[30, 119\]. In several studies, students used Model-It in projects similar to the sustainability one. The Model-It students had to do literature research or gather data in order to determine how the target systems worked. Metcalf et al. \[30, pg. 109\] remark that, “Tutorial materials introducing students to the software were kept to a minimum (less than 1 hour of class time).” This seems a remarkably short period of time for learning a system dynamics model construction tool, given the earlier studies showing how difficult it was for students to learn model construction \[18, 35, 120\]. However, the Model-It students always worked in small groups. Even if only some of the Model-It students achieved analytic mastery in one hour, every group may have had at least one student capable for constructing models easily.

Here is a speculative account that ties these facts together. Suppose that there is a general skill, labelled analytic mastery of model construction, which some students acquire quickly and others take at least several hours of practice to acquire. While analytic mastery is an important instructional objective in its own right, and clearly called for by the standards, it is not a pre-requisite for using model construction to learn about specific systems. Students can use model construction to learn about, say, stream ecology, by engaging in inquiry activities in small groups so that at least one member per group has analytic mastery, or by using explicit descriptions of the models to be constructed by individual students so that only notational mastery is required.

### 4.2 What is the relationship of well-defined model construction to systems thinking?

Systems thinking is a valued construct that is not easily defined. Booth-Sweeney and Sterman \[53\] developed an assessment of system thinking that has students draw graphs of a system’s behavior given graphs depicting inputs to the system. Although the assessment has been...
widely used [52, 54-58, 121], Hopper and Stave [122] ques-
tioned whether it reflected common practice in defining
systems thinking. From a comprehensive review of 200 ar-
ticles that studied instruction in systems thinking, they lo-
cated only 17 studies that used formal assessments. They
characterized the assessments in terms of 7 levels:
1. Recognizing interconnections: Listing system
parts connections among parts, and emergent
properties  
2. Identifying feedback: What parts are involve;
negative or positive feedback.
3. Understanding dynamic behavior: Recognition
and explanation of important behaviors.
4. Differentiating stocks, flows and other types
5. Using conceptual models to explain the effect of
parameter manipulation on behavior
6. Constructing a model in a modeling language or
editor.
7. Testing policies by using a model
They concluded that that the Booth-Sweeney and Ster-
man assessment taps mostly the 3rd and 4th levels, and thus
are at best an incomplete measure of systems thinking.
Our model construction tasks involve levels 1, 2, 4 and
6. During the instruction presented here, students were
never asked to draw or state the model’s predictions,
which is what tasks 3 and 5 require, because generating
model predictions was the job of Dragoon. Thus, it seems
likely that students who have aced our exam would do
poorly on the Booth-Sweeney and Sterman assessment of
systems thinking, but would do well on the Hopper and
Stave assessment. In short, whether well-defined model
construction is a part of systems thinking depends cru-
cially on how systems thinking is assessed.

4.3 A final word

Because this discussion has focused mostly on specu-
lations and future work, it is easy to lose track of the main
result. In an average of about 5 hours of problem solving
and 1 hour of lecture, 6 of the 7 Tutor-High students were
able to construct some fairly sophisticated models on the
post-test. Moreover, this success can be attributed to the
tutoring given by Dragoon, as the Editor-High students
did much worse (effect size = 1.06) when using Dragoon as
an editor with PowerPoint slides as a learning aid.
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